Improve Your Hearing.

You already know your room
is the biggest influence on what you
hear. Room acoustics hugely affect
your listening experience.
But you don’t believe you can
easily, effectively, and affordably
improve your room acoustics. You
think it’s rocket science. So you avoid it.
Change your thinking.
Our balanced and innovative products
greatly improve sound in your room—
easily, effectively, and affordably.
We improve your hearing.

Simple Innovative Affordable Acoustics

Chris Sarkinen, on his family’s new home theater: “We had
the theater up for about a week before the acoustic panels went
up, and my wife immediately heard a difference. She was the
biggest skeptic—she thought it would hurt the look of the
room and really not make a difference, but she was won over.”

Here’s why room acoustics cause
problems: Sound waves originating
from voices, instruments, or speakers
travel directly to your ears. They
also bounce, or reflect, from flat
surfaces—your walls and ceilings.
Because these wave reflections travel
farther to your ears than direct
waves, they cause highly-destructive
additions and subtractions when they
recombine with the direct waves.
This Law of Physics applies
to all rooms in all dimensions.
The problem is simply that original
sound waves are distorted by strong
later-arriving reflections.
There are only two acoustical
tools available—absorption and
diffusion. “Conventional wisdom”
dictates using a large amount of sound
absorption material placed around
your room to reduce the strength of
reflected waves, which then reduces
those reflections’ destructive effects

when they recombine with the direct
sound waves.
However, humans don’t like
hearing sound in rooms which have
large amounts of absorption material,
because the sound is then too “dead”,
or unnatural. We’ve lived in reflective
acoustic spaces for our entire history,
and “highly-damped” rooms are not
perceived as sounding good.
So we use our second
acoustical tool, diffusion, which works
by smoothly spreading out sound wave
reflections. Like absorption, diffusion
also weakens the destructive effects of
reflected waves on direct sound, but

without deadening your room. By
balancing absorption and diffusion,
we reduce flat-surface reflection
problems and give your room a
balanced natural sound.
The quality of acoustic products
you choose to absorb and diffuse
reflected sound waves has a direct
effect on the quality of sound reaching
your ears. Absorbers must work on a
broad frequency bandwidth, and
diffusors must be phase-coherent
(time-aligned) and broadband. This
is true for all Acoustic Geometry
absorbers and diffusors—we simply
offer the best tools available.
That’s how we improve your
hearing.
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See our complete selection of innovative acoustic treatment and soundproofing products at www.AcousticGeometry.com

